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Lateral quantum wells at vicinal Au„111… studied with angle-resolved photoemission
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Electrons at noble metal surfaces can be confined within terraces leading to one-dimensional surface states.
These can be studied with angle-resolved photoemission from vicinal surfaces with regular arrays of~111!-
oriented terraces. Here we show the case of Au~23 23 21!, which is vicinal to Au~111! and displaysL
556 Å wide terraces. The surface state band appears broken up into three quantum well levels that match to
those of the infinite quantum well of the same widthL. Their parallel momentum dependent photoemission
intensity allows mapping the probability density of the confined wave function in reciprocal space using
angle-resolved photoemission. By Fourier transformation, their respective experimental wave functions in real
space are obtained and compared to the case of the infinite quantum-well, showing excellent agreement. Final
state step superlattice diffraction effects have also been observed. Finally, we observe the quenching of the
characteristic spin-orbit coupling of Au~111! in the confinement direction. This is another indication of the
one-dimensional character of the surface state, as confirmed with first order perturbation theory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.245419 PACS number~s!: 79.60.Bm, 73.20.At
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vicinal surfaces with regular step arrays are natural te
plates for growing nanostructured solids with low
dimensional properties.1,2 They are also convenient mod
systems for studying the electronic properties of late
nanostructures.3–7 First of all because the macroscopic m
cut angle~deviation from the low index plane! can be chosen
to tune the step superlattice constant. And also because
nal surfaces are readily prepared and accessed by pow
surface science techniques, such as scanning tunn
microscopy/spectroscopy~STM/STS! and angle-resolved
photoemission. Vicinal noble metal~111!-surfaces are par
ticularly suitable because they have a free-electron-like
face state that scatters strongly at step edges. In vic
Au~111!, this scattering at steps has been observed to lea
superlattice zone-folding effects in narrow terraces and o
dimensional ~1D! confinement in wider terraces.5 In this
work we analyze Au~23 23 21!, i.e., vicinal Au~111! with
56 Å wide terraces. As previously found in the Au~8 8 7!, the
electronic structure is characterized by the presence of n
dispersing energy levels in the direction perpendicular to
steps, indicating total electron confinement within terrac
The wave functions of the first three quantum well~QW!
levels are directly probed in reciprocal space by ang
resolved photoemission, in a similar way as it is done
STM/STS in real space.8,9 We show that a consequence
the terrace confinement is the cancellation of the surf
spin-orbit coupling~SOC! in the perpendicular direction to
the steps, in contrast to the isotropic SOC observed
Au~111!. A direct theoretical description of the SOC usin
first order perturbation theory reproduces the cancellation
the spin-orbit splitting across the steps. The theory a
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shows that the full contribution to the SOC splitting com
from the potential gradient at the nuclear region of the fi
2-3 layers. On the other hand, the superlattice nature of
vicinal surface shows up in the diffraction of the final sta
in analogy to low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! elec-
trons.

II. EXPERIMENT

The photoemission data has been acquired with a he
spherical Scienta SES200 spectrometer equipped with a
and energy multidetection and coupled to an undulator P
beam line at the Synchrotron Radiation Center~SRC! of the
UW-Madison. The energy and angular resolution were 2017
meV ~photons 1 electrons! and 0.39°, respectively. The
emission plane for multidetection was set perpendicular
the incidence plane of the light (p polarized!, such that a
complete two-dimensional map could be taken by chang
the tilt, i.e., rotating the sample;12° around the axis of the
spectrometer. In Fig. 1~a! we schematicaly show the geom
etry of the photoemission experiment from a vicinal surfa
Here the (x,y,z) coordinates are related to the average s
face plane and the (x8,y8,z8) to the ~111! terrace plane. In
this work we only show cuts from two-dimensional maps
the direction perpendicular and parallel to the steps. Th
two relevant directions of the surface were identified by
characteristic splitting of the LEED spots in the directio
perpendicular to the steps, and cross checked by the spli
of the spectra due to diffraction by the step array. The sin
crystal was prepared by extensive sputtering-annea
cycles until the LEED pattern displayed a clear spot splittin
The experiments were performed with the surface held
120 K.
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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MUGARZA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 245419 ~2002!
FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the angle-resolve
photoemission experiment~left! and a vicinal sur-
face ~right!. The two reference systems used
this work are indicated in the right figure, i.e
(x,y,z) respect to the average~optical! surface
and (x8,y8,z8) respect to the~111! terrace.~b!
STM image of Au~23 23 21! showing straight
monoatomic steps and~c! the corresponding ter-
race width distribution. The inset in~b! shows the
detailed structure at a smaller scale. The corru
tion due to the terrace levels has been subtrac
in order to enhance the terrace corrugatio
Bright and dark areas indicate the presence
disconmensuration lines that separate the al
nating fcc- and hcp-packed layers within th
same terrace~Ref. 11!.
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Figure 1~b! shows an STM image of Au~23 23 21! on a
large scale. This high index surface is vicinal to Au~111! with

a miscut angle of 2.4° towards@ 2̄11#. The surface is com-
posed of monoatomic$111%-like steps that separate terrac
of nominal widthL556 Å. The inset shows a zoom of a fe
terraces where the corrugation due to the terrace levels
been subtracted. This enhances the disconmesuration
running perpendicular to the step edges that indicate
presence of alternating fcc- and hcp-packed domains alo
single terrace. Figure 1~c! displays the terrace width distri
bution ~TWD! of this surface measured over 30 images a
more than 200 terraces, which is compared to the TWD
Au~8 8 7!. The resulting average terrace width values
both vicinals arê L&53964 Å for Au~8 8 7! and ^L&556
66 Å for Au~23 23 21!, which corresponds to miscut angle
of a53.5° anda52.4°, respectively. The ratio of Gaussia
standard deviation and mean terrace width iss/^L&50.11
for both surfaces. If we compare this value to those found
different vicinal Cu surfaces, the latter are higher by a fac
of 2 or 3.10 This narrower terrace width distribution i
Au~23 23 21! is a consequence of an effective stronger
pulsive step-step interaction, which in turn appears to be
to the surface reconstruction.11 It is important to remark that
the averaging character of the angle-resolved photoemis
requires surfaces with very narrow TWD in the scale of
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photon beam size, which is typically of the order of 0.5
mm2.

III. 1D TERRACE CONFINEMENT

In general, the step array on noble metal vicinals indu
anisotropy in the surface electronic structure.3–7 The free-
electron-like dispersion along the terraces still shows no
fluence of the step array. However, in the perpendicular
rection the terrace width determines a completely differ
electronic structure: the surface state dispersion appears
band with the superlattice zone folding for narrow terrac
while it splits into flat, nondispersing energy levels for th
wider terraces.5 The latter is the case of Au~23 23 21!. In Fig.
2 the photoemission spectra near the Fermi level show
dispersion of the surface state peak parallel (y direction! and
perpendicular (x direction! to the steps. The momentum pa
allel to the average surface is obtained from the emiss
angle and the measured kinetic energy with respect to
vacuum with the well-known formula

kx,y5qx,y5A~2m/\2!Ekin sinux,y , ~1!

where k and q are the momentum inside and outside t
crystal, respectively. In the presence of surface umklapp
parallel momentum inside the crystal is given bykx,y5qx,y
1gx,y , wheregx,y is a surface lattice vector. Such surfa
9-2
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LATERAL QUANTUM WELLS AT VICINAL Au ~111! . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 245419 ~2002!
umklapps are observed in our experiment, as we show l
In order to avoid these umklapp features, a photon energ
60 eV was used for the energy analysis of the nondisper
features in the direction perpendicular to the steps. On
other hand, the direction parallel to the surface does
show any umklapp and thus a lower photon energy of 23
was used to maximize the energy resolution. The differ
dispersing behavior along thex and y directions is already
observed in Fig. 2. The dispersion parallel to the step
identical to the flat Au~111! surface, i.e., free-electron-lik
band and momentum dependent splitting due to the sur
SOC~marked with ticks in the figure!. In contrast, the spec
tra perpendicular to the steps show three nondispersing
ergy levels, indicating electron confinement along this dir
tion. Similar 1D quantum well levels have been al
observed in Au~8 8 7!.4,5 Both Au~23 23 21! and Au~8 8 7!
are already in the large terrace width regime, where 1D c
finement of the surface electrons takes place. At a sma
terrace width (Lc.15 Å), a transition to a 2D superlattic
state is expected.5 On the other hand, no spin-orbit splittin
is observed within the energy resolution in the perpendicu
direction.

The photoemission intensity of the three QW levels
clearly modulated along the direction perpendicular to
steps. This can be better observed in Fig. 3~a!, where a gray
scale plot of the second derivative of the raw data is sho
together with the data for Au~8 8 7!. The second derivative o
the EDC curves can be roughly taken as proportional to

FIG. 2. Dispersion of the surface state at Au~23 23 21! parallel
~left! and perpendicular~right! to the step superlattice. The stron
anisotropy indicates the presence of a one-dimensional sur
state, i.e., a free-electron-like state parallel to the steps, but con
in the perpendicular direction, where the free-electron-like parab
splits in three different quantum well levels. These are marked w
dashed lines. The ticks in the left figure indicate the spin-orbit s
peaks in the direction parallel to the steps.
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ratio between the intensityI and the widthW of the peaks
I /W.12 Since the width of the QW levels do not show an
significant change, we can directly compare these derivat
and the photoemission intensity. Thus, the gray scale plo
Fig. 3~a! represents the three QW levels and their angu
dependent intensity. The dashed lines correspond to the
erage of the peak energies obtained by line-fitting the in
vidual spectra of Fig. 2 right@the intensity maxima of the
N52 level in Fig. 3~a! right is slightly shifted from the av-
erage value in the fitting due to the effect of the Fermi ed
on the second derivative#. Note that the intensity maxima o
the QW levels intersect the free-electron-like band of the fl
infinite terrace width surface. This is analogous to 2D Q
energy levels tracking bulk bands in thin films.

In Fig. 3~b!, the energies obtained by fitting the ED
spectra are plotted together with those of Au~8 8 7!. The
fitting was done with three Lorentzians after substraction o
Shirley and a smooth background, all convoluted with
Gaussian in order to account for the overall experimen
resolution. The three energy levels~20.420,20.250, and
20.055 eV! match very well with the levels correspondin
to the infinite QW of the same widthL556 Å, as shown in
Fig. 3~b!. The energy of the Nth level for the infinite QW i
referred toEF2E0, i.e., the ground state of the surface wi
a terrace of infinite width (L5`):

EN5EF2E01
\2p2

2m* L2
N2. ~2!

Fitting the energy levels of Au~23 23 21! with Eq. ~2!, and
taking the reference energy as the only parameter we ob
EF2E0520.460 eV, whereas in Au~8 8 7! the reference
energy found wasEF2E050.5 eV. Both values lie close to
the minimum of the surface state band at Au~111! found at
the literature, which varies between20.5 and20.40 eV,13–16

depending on the particular measuring conditions, such
temperature, energy and angular resolution. However,
cannot discard physical reasons to explain a lower refere
energy found for narrower terraces, such as a lower den
of defects. In Fig. 3~b! we choose the reference energy
EF2E0520.480 eV to simultaneously fit the energy leve
of both surfaces.

The QW peak energies obtained in the fitting have a st
dard deviation of;15 meV for the first level and;35 meV
for the second level. The third level appears to be cutoff
the Fermi level. Such broadening could be either attribu
to the finite TWD or to a finite transmission through the ste
thus leading to a residual dispersion of the superlattice s
bands. To estimate the maximum transmission probability
make use of the 1D Kronig-Penney~KP! model withd-Dirac
potentials and potential barrierU0a, i.e., V(x)5(nU0ad(x
2nd). Fitting ourE(k) data to KP subbands we can obta
a value for the minimum potential barrierU0a, which is
found to be 10 eV3 Å for Au~23 23 21!. For Au~8 8 7! we
find a significatively higher value of 25 eV3 Å. This cor-
responds to maximum transmission probabilitiesuTumax

2 of
0.18 and 0.04, respectively, atE2EF520.1 eV, the energy
where we find a QW level at both surfaces@see Fig. 3~b!#.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Gray scale plot of the second en
ergy derivative of the spectra for Au~23 23 21!
and Au~8 8 7!. The black color represents the QW
state peaks, which appear to be modulated in
tensity along the emission angle. The lack of d
persion of these levels indicates total confin
ment. The average of the energy levels obtain
by fitting individual spectra are represented b
dashed lines. The dotted lines indicate the~111!
direction. ~b! Fitting of the QW levels with the
1D Kronig-Penney model taking the referenc
energy as the only parameter. For finite pote
tials, we relate the average energy of theNth
band with the energy of theNth level of the infi-
nite well. The best fitting for both vicinals
is obtained with infinite potential well and
E0520.480 eV.
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These differences found in the potential barriers of the t
surfaces are not expected for vicinals with similar mis
angle. Moreover, the peak energies obtained in the fitting
not show any sign of zone folding as an indication of
superlattice state originated by the step array. On the o
hand, the TWD would lead to an energy broadening of
QW levels. ForN51 andN52 in Au~23 23 21!, and with
our experimental TWD, this amounts toDE510 meV and
DE539 meV, respectively. These values are similar to
standard deviation of the peak energies of each level
tained in the fitting. In addition, the overall energy and m
mentum broadening in the presence of a finite TWD is
pected to give rise to a paraboliclike intensity modulatio
such as the one observed in Fig. 3~a!. Thus, we conclude
that, although some small finite transmission effects could
hidden by the energy broadening coming from the TWD,
comparison of the energy levels with the infinite QW leve
indicate total confinement, i.e.,uTu2;0.

This result agrees with the STM experiments done
single terraces for Au~111! and Ag~111!.8,9,17 Experiments
performed in Cu~111! by creating quantum corrals with F
adsorbates18,19 and further theoretical work20 suggest similar
reflection properties as in Au and Ag, i.e., low transmiss
through the scatterers. The relatively low reflectivity is e
24541
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plained in terms of absorption to the bulk, which is al
inferred from the width of the quantum well levels. In co
trast, an independent theoretical calculation of different
sorbates and missing rows found a higher transmiss
coefficient.21 Nevertheless, none of these works referred
steps as scatterers, thus it is not so straightforward to re
their results with photoemission results on vicinal surfac
To our knowledge, no photoemission experiments have b
performed with Cu~111! vicinals of terrace widths compa
rable to the ones in this experiment. The parabolic dispers
of photoemission results for a Cu~111! vicinal with smaller
terraces (L524 Å) still indicates some finite transmission
but this could be due to the higher surface state coupling
the bulk present in vicinal surfaces.3,5 It is also likely that the
wider TWD found for vicinal Cu~111! surfaces might convo-
lute all QW levels in an effective parabola.

IV. DIFFRACTION OF THE FINAL STATE

In Fig. 4~a! we present a gray scale plot of photoemissi
spectra as a function of photon energy, where we can obs
momentum splitting in the direction perpendicular to t
steps. The photoemission intensity switches from left to ri
as we go up in photon energy. The left hand feature app
dominant at 23 eV, and completely vanishes at 60 eV. T
9-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! Dispersion in the direction perpen
dicular to the steps for different photon energie
showing a duplication of the parabolic envelop
of QW states due to surface umklapp~b! (qx ,qz)
final state wave vector components inside t
crystal (qx outside the crystal, see text! calculated
at the center of the parabolas in~a!. The reference
system is the optical plane~see the figure below!.
Data points fall along two lines parallel to th
@111# direction, which are separated by a recipr
cal lattice vectorg52p/d of the step superlat-
tice, as expected for step superlattice umklap
The spectral distribution in Fig. 4~b! agrees with
the real space description of theN51 QW state
wave function confined within@111# terraces, as
shown below.
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overall behavior shown in Fig. 4~a! can be understood b
means of the wave vector plot displayed in Fig. 4~b!. Data
points in this figure correspond to the electron final st
momentum inside the crystal (qx ,qy50,qz) calculated for
the maximum intensity point of theN51 level, which is at
the minimum of the parabolic envelopes in Fig. 4~a!. qx is
directly obtained from Eq.~1!. Strictly speaking,qx is the
parallel momentum outside the crystal but, as said in Sec
it can differ from the momentum inside the crystal just by
superlattice wave vectorg. To a first approach,qz can be
derived from free-electron-like final bands by invoking e
ergy conservation to obtain the following expression:

qz5A~2m/\2!~Ekin1V0!2qx
2, ~3!

where V0515.2 eV represents the potential step at
surface.22 Data points line up along the~111!, z8 direction,
which is represented in the figure by a solid line. This is
consequence of a broad momentum distribution of the in
state along the~111! direction that arises from the confine
ment of the electron within the terrace plane.3 We can also
observe a second alignment in the same direction but sh
24541
e
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in qx ~dashed line!. The average separation between the t
sets of data points is 0.10 Å21, which is very close to the
step superlattice wave vectorg52p/d50.11 Å21, suggest-
ing a surface umklapp process. This umklapp can only co
from the final state, since the QW state is confined within
single terrace and therefore cannot be diffracted by the p
odic potential of the step superlattice. Therefore, we can
that the zero (g0) and first diffracted order (g1) of the su-
perlattice are observed in the photoemission spectra.

In principle the diffraction of nonlocalized photoelectron
should be identical to diffraction in LEED. In order to chec
this analogy we can use the kinematical approximation
derive the following simple relations for the in-phase~sin-
glet! and anti-phase~doublet! conditions of the~00! LEED
spot in a vicinal surface:23

E(00)5
150s2

4d2
@eV#, ~4!

wheres is an integer~half-integer! for in-phase~antiphase!
condition andd is the step height in Å. This equation hold
for normal incidence and backscattering referred to the~111!
9-5
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FIG. 5. ~a! Intensity of the three quantum lev
els as a function of the wave vector parallel to t
terrace and perpendicular to the steps. The t
dotted lines are interpolation curves of the da
points. The dashed lines represent the expec
photoemission intensity from the infinite QW o
the same width. Theqx850, 2p/d points are
marked with lines.~b! Wave functions corre-
sponding to the photoemission intensities in~a!.
The solid lines correspond to the experimen
wave functions~see text!, and their respective in-
finite QW wave functions are represented wi
dashed lines.
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terraces, which is the emission direction of the maxim
intensity point of theN51 level that we are comparing. I
the energy range of our photoemission experiments, two
ergies for in-phase condition are found at 27 and 61 eV,
one antiphase condition at 42 eV. In order to compare
values with the photoemission diffraction, we can obtain
kinetic energy of the photoelectron at the Fermi level fro
the relation Ekin5hn2f, where f55.3 eV is the work
function of Au~111!. In Fig. 4~a! we see single order spectr
at kinetic energies of;18 and 55 eV, similar to the kinetic
energies for in-phase condition in LEED.

V. MAPPING THE WAVE FUNCTION

From the fitting to the EDC curves we can obtain t
angular modulation of the photoemission intensity shown
Fig. 5~a!. In a previous work,5 a formalism was presente
24541
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where a direct relation between the angle dependent ph
emission intensity and the square modulus of the probab
density in reciprocal space was set. In this work, the imp
tance of including final state effects was remarked in orde
obtain a more complete description of the angular dep
dence of the photoemission matrix element. In the derivat
presented here, a more realistic final state is included wh
takes into account the diffraction by the step superlattice

The angular dependence of the peak area for each q
tum level is directly proportional to the angle-resolved ph
toemission matrix element, which in first order perturbati
can be expressed as

I}u^c i uA•puc f&u2. ~5!

HereA andp are the electromagnetic vector potential a
electron momentum operators andc i andc f the wave func-
9-6
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tions of the initial and final states, respectively. The init
and final wave functions can be written in the following wa

c i~x8,y8,z8!5eiky8y8f~x8!w~z8!, ~6!

where

w~z8!5H Ave2lvz8, z8.0,

Ace
lcz8 cos~kz8z81dz8!, z8,0,

~7!

and

c f~x8,y8,z8!5(
n

aneiqz8z8eiqy8y8ei (qx82gn)x8, ~8!

where the superlattice wave vectorgn5(2p/d)3n accounts
for the diffraction of the final state by the step array, and
(x8,y8,z8) system is referred to the terrace plane, as sho
in Fig. 1~a!. With these wave functions, since our experime
tal geometry implies grazing incidence andp-polarized light
(A'Az8ẑ8), Eq. ~5! can be written as

I ~qx8 ,qy8!}Az8
2 u^w~z8!upz8ue

iqz8z8&u2

3U K f~x8!U(
n

anei (qx82gn)x8L U2

3u^eiky8y8ueiqy8y8&u2

5Cd~ky82qy8!U K f~x8!U(
n

anei (qx82gn)x8L U2

}(
n

anUf̃~qx82gnD u2, ~9!

where C is constant and thed(ky82qy8) accounts for the
momentum conservation in they8 direction. In our experi-
ment the emission is set in thex8z8 plane, thusqy850 and
I (qx8 ,qy8)[I (qx8). At the photon energies used in the e
periment and close to the surface normalqz8 (qz8
@qx8 ,qy8) is fixed by energy conservation so that thez8
term remains approximately constant for a small emiss
angle range. Strictly speaking, the step superlattice direc
is defined in the direction along the optical plane but
small miscut angles and for largeqz8 , we can suppose su
perlattice momentum transfers in thex8 direction. Thus, the
photoemission cross section only depends onqx8 and is pro-
portional to a linear combination of functions which repr
sent the 1D probability density in reciprocal space shifted
gn , the reciprocal superlattice vector. This model could
extended to a 2D nanostructure without any loss of validit24

As seen in the previous section, by varying the photon
ergy, we select different diffraction orders. In Fig. 5 we sho
the case of 60 eV photon energy, which shows single
fracted order spectra. In such a case Eq.~9! reduces to

I ~qx8!}uf̃~qx82gn!u2. ~10!
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In the case of the infinite QW, Eq.~10! would take the
following simple form:

I QW`
~qx8!5A3

12~21!N cos@~qx82gn!L#

F ~qx82gn!22S pN

L D 2G2 3N2.

~11!

By fitting the experimental intensity curves with Eq.~11!
we getg50.12 Å21, very similar to the first order superlat
tice wave vectorg152p/d50.11 Å21. In Fig. 5~a! data are
compared with the photoelectron intensity of an infinite Q
showing very good agreement. Note thatI (qx8) in Eq. ~10!
actually represents the square of the Fourier transform of
wave function shifted by a superlattice wave vector. Th
after the correction of this shift, we can obtain the probabil
density in real space by inverse Fourier transformation of
experimental data. The result should be comparable to
densities obtained by STM. The only unknown parameter
the determination of the wave function is the phased(q) in
momentum space. To a first approach, we can fixd(q) by
assuming a symmetric, real terrace potential, and ther
forcing the wave functions to be also real and either odd
even. Then, the phase is defined by the following express

d~q!5H 0,p, c~x! even,

6Fp2 2pQ~q!G , c~x! odd,
~12!

where Q(q) is the step function. The wave function the
becomes

c~x8!5E eiqx8x8AI ~qx8!e
id(q)dqx8 . ~13!

The resulting experimental wave functions are shown
Fig. 5~b! and compared to the case of the infinite well. T
agreement is very good. The slight penetration observe
the experimental wave functions could be an indication
the finite value of the potential well or, in other words,
slightly wider effective terrace width. In any case, such
finite penetration does not lead to any energy dispers
within our energy resolution.

VI. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING AT TERRACES

In the free-electron-like dispersion parallel to the terrac
shown in Fig. 2 we can observe the splitting of the surfa
state peak due to the spin-orbit interaction. In Fig. 6 we sh
the second derivative of these spectra displayed in gray s
for the momentum parallel to the steps, together with
fitted parabolas. As follows from Fig. 6 the free-electron-li
parabola splits in two, as observed for the surface state on
flat Au~111! surface.14,15The spectra has been fitted with tw
parabolas as shown in the figure with thin lines, and
values obtained for this splitting indicates no difference fro
the flat Au~111! case. The energy splitting at the Fermi lev
is DE;0.122 eV and the momentum splittingDk5
60.013 Å21, very similar to the values found in literatur
9-7
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for flat Au~111!.14,15 The slightly lower Fermi crossing o
both parabolas observed in our case,kF50.157, 0.184 Å21,
are due to the upward energy shift caused by the confinem
in the perpendicular direction.

The spin-orbit splitting does not show up in the QW spe
tra perpendicular to the steps shown in Fig. 2~right!, suggest-
ing the SOC cancellation along this direction. In fact, us
two split peaks does not result in any significant improv
ment in the fit of the QW features, neither in any reasona
k dependence of the splitting. In order to explain this eff
we need to deep into the origin of the SOC splitting.25,27

Retaining in the SOC term only contributions with the fast
change of one electron potential, i.e., in a region close to
nuclei and at the surface, one can writeHSOC in the first
order perturbation theory in the following way:

HSOC5
\2

4m2c2 F1

r

dVnuc~r !

dr
~L•s!1@¹Vsurface~r !3p#•sG ,

~14!

wheres denotes the electron spin,p andL are the momen-
tum and the orbital angular momentum respectively,Vnuc
indicates the potential near the nucleus, andVsurface is the
potential at the surface. For heavy atoms and dist
ces r ,aB /Z5R0 , Vnuc can be approximated b
Vnuc(r )52Ze2/r , whereZ is the nucleus charge andaB is
the Bohr radius. From this expression we see that the s
ting originates from the potential gradients and we can a
separate the different contributions coming from the nucl
and surface region. The wave function of apz-type Shockley
surface state can be written in separate coordinates as

FIG. 6. Dispersion parallel to the steps, showing the spin-o
splitting. The gray scale plot represents the second energy de
tive of the raw data, the dots are the peak positions obtained fro
fit and the lines are parabolic fit to these points. The Fermi cross
for the two parabolas arekF50.157,0.184 Å21.
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C~x8,y8,z8!5f~y8!f~x8!w~z8!, ~15!

wherew(z8) is already defined in Eq.~7!. The surface state
wave function in the case of the flat Au~111! surface is ob-
tained by substitutingf(x8)f(y8)5eikx8x8eiky8y8 in Eq.
~15!. The energy splitting given by the first order perturb
tion theory is then

DEflat5
\2Akx8

2
1ky8

2

2m* 2c2
u2pI 1Ju, ~16!

where I and J are the integrals representing the nuclear
gion and surface contributions, respectively, andm* is the
effective mass of the surface state band. From this equa
we can already deduce the linear dependence of the spli
on the momentum parallel to the surface, as expected f
both experiment and theory. The nuclear region contribut
I can be expressed in the following way:26

I 5(
i

Z2e2kz8
2 e22lcuzi8uAc

2

8Slc
4aB

$@~2lc
2R0

213!sinh~lcR0!

22lcR0@2 cosh~2lcR0!11#%, ~17!

whereS is the area of the unit cell of the~111! surface andzi8
indicates the atomic plane positions. Assuming the crysta
terminated by a constant potentialV0z in vacuum the surface
contributionJ is obtained

J[Jz85V0zuw~0!u2, ~18!

whereV0z is taken from Ref. 28~in Ref. 28 the potential step
is given byA10) andw(0) is the surface state wave functio
at the geometrical~jellium! edge of Au~111!. With V0z
511 eV anduw(0)u250.18 ~Ref. 29! we obtain for the sur-
face contribution to the SOC splitting atEF DEsurf57.6
31025 eV. This value, far too small to be observable e
perimentally, suggests that any correction introducing a m
realistic description of the surface potential does not cha
qualitatively the obtained result. Hence the only importa
contribution to the SOC splitting of the surface state ba
results from the nuclear contributionI.

In the case of a vicinal surface the terrace surface sta
a 1D QW state. Along the steps, we still have free-electr
like wave functionf(y8)5eiky8y8, and perpendicular to the
steps the wave function can be written in the formf(x8)
5Ax8 cos(kx8x81dx8). With this wave function the SOC
splitting is obtained as

DEvicinal5
\2uky8u

2m* 2c2
AJx8

2
1~2pI 81Jz8!

2, ~19!

where Jx8,z8 and I 8 are integrals that represent the surfa
and nuclear contribution, respectively. The cancellation
the SOC splitting in thex8 direction is clear from this equa
tion, whereDEvicinal only depends on the momentumky8
parallel to the terrace. Assuming the gradient of the elect
potential at the step is qualitatively similar to that for th
terrace we obtain forJx8 :

it
a-
a

gs
9-8
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Jx85@V0x8uf~0!u21VLx8uf~L !u2#E
2z1

`

w2~z8!dz8,

~20!

whereV0x8 , VLx8 are the potential changes at the left a
right edges of the terrace. The surface termJz8 is given by
Eq. ~18!. EstimatingJx8 one can note that all the potenti
changes at the surface and terraces are of the order of 1
eV and the integral in Eq.~20! is always smaller than 1. In
addition, the nodes of the standing wave function at
edges of the terrace further decrease the step contribu
term, giving a maximum limit for the total surface contrib
tion of ,1024 eV. Thus the spin-orbit splitting comes pra
tically from the nuclear potential gradient. The reasons
that are the small potential gradients at the step edges an
surface-vacuum interface as well as the small overlap
tween the wave function and the step potentials at the
edges. For the integralI 8 in Eq. ~19! we obtain

I 85ax8(
n

uf~xn8!u2I , ~21!

whereax8 is the interatomic distance in the direction perpe
dicular to the step. For more than one atomic row per terr
the sum in Eq.~21! is equal to 1/ax8 and we finally obtain
I 85I , whereI is the integral of Eq.~17! for a flat surface.
This result shows that the SOC splitting on terraces is eq
to that obtained for a flat surface. As follows from Eq.~17!,
I is proportional to the square of the nuclear chargeZ, the
wave function amplitudeAc , and the inverse interlayer spa
ing throughkz8 . It decays exponentially into the bulk an
decreases whenlc increases. The exponential demonstra
that the largest contribution results from the nuclei of t
surface layer. Before estimatingI we would like to note that
the surface state wave functionw(z8) is averaged in the
x8,y8 plane and the amplitude in the nuclear region is the
fore overestimated.30 This behavior ofc(x8,y8,z8) is espe-
cially important for the precise estimate ofI since the SOC
splitting comes mostly from a very small sphere around
nucleus with radiusR05aB /Z50.0067 Å21. Using lc
50.14 Å21 obtained for anxy-averaged potential,29 Eq. ~16!
gives a value forDE;1 eV, which is higher than the ex
perimental value, as expected for an overestimated w
function. On the other hand, one can calculate the effect
penetration in the nuclear region,ln

eff , from the experimenta
value of the splittingDEexp50.122 eV, obtaining a value o
ln

eff50.30 Å21. This effective penetration would decrease
dv

r-
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50% the probability density in the nuclear region, which is
agreement with other nonaveraged wave function calc
tions ~see Figs. 2 and 11 in Ref. 30!. Thus, we conclude tha
only the nuclear term of the potential gradient is importa
for the SOC and that, due to the damping of the surface s
only the first two or three layers contribute.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, angle-resolved photoemission data of vici
Au~23 23 21! reveal one-dimensional behavior of the surfa
state due to confinement at the terraces, as previously fo
in Au~8 8 7!. Comparison of the QW energy levels of bo
samples with the case of an infinite potential well show t
the transmission probability for an electron impinging on
stepuTu2;0 in both cases.

The wave functions of these lateral QW states can
directly obtained from the angle-resolved photoemission
tensity analysis. These wave functions are compared to
case of an infinite potential well. The good agreement ag
suggests no transmission of the electron through the
edges, as has been previously observed by STM for diffe
noble metals.8,9

As a consequence of the 1D confinement the spin-o
interaction becomes anisotropic: the energy splitting in
direction perpendicular to the steps is cancelled. This re
is reproduced using first order perturbation theory, wh
gives insight into the nature and origin of the SOC .

Finally, surface umklapp or diffraction of the final state
due to the step array is observed in the photoemission s
tra. A Fourier analysis of the QW states at different phot
energies shows the final state split by the superlattice w
vectorg52p/d, as expected for diffraction from the step
The alignment of the spectra for different photon energ
along the@111# direction indicates that the penetration of th
QW state on the surface is perpendicular to the terraces
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